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Bower Park Academy 



Knowledge Organisers 

 

 

For every learning cycle, the key content for each subject is summarised into a knowledge organiser. Each cycle, all the knowledge 

organisers are collated into a booklet which each student receives; these are the basis for revision home learning. Over the year students can 

use knowledge organisers for revision of core knowledge and as a handy spelling and vocabulary reminder. 

  

How to use the knowledge organiser booklet 

 

Students should test themselves on the knowledge in their knowledge organiser; self-quizzing is one of the most effective revision strategies to 

embed key knowledge. This encourages students to take ownership of their learning, and to support them in developing good learning habits. 

Embedding this content and developing these habits ensure long-term success and effective retrieval from long-term memory. Students should 

use the following methods to revise and test themselves.  

 

 Read, cover, write, check: students learn key information in their knowledge organisers by reading a small section, covering it up, 

saying the definitions to themselves, writing out those key terms and definitions in their self-quizzing books, then checking to see if 

they got them right. They should correct any errors in purple pen, then repeat the process.   

 

 Mind maps: students make a colourful mind map of all the core knowledge starting with a central theme and then building a network of 

information branching out from the central theme. 
 

 Clock learning: students take a topic and break it into twelve categories making notes in each section of the clock then revise each 

section for 5 minutes, turn over the sheet and then try and note down as much information as they can recall from one of the sections. 

 

 Question and answer flashcards: students create Q&A flashcards with a question on one side, and an answer on the other (or key 

terminology on one side, and definitions on the other).  They test themselves several times a week, and revise each card depending on 

whether they got it right last time or not (can use Quizlet website) 

 

  
 



Qualities of a good artist:  

AO1 Develop your ideas through artist research  

AO2 Experiment using a wide range of equipment and 

materials  

AO3 Record purposeful ideas in your sketchbook  

AO4 Present a reflective, meaningful final outcome  

Historical Supporting Artists: 

  Piet Mondrian    Georges Seurat  

  

  

Elements and Principles of Art 

(8) 

LINE are marks that span a distance be-

tween two points   

SHAPE  a 2-dimensional, enclosed area. 

Shapes could be geometric, such as 

squares, circles  or  triangles 

FORM  is its shape, including its volume or 

perceived volume. A 3D piece of artwork 

has depth as well as width and height        

SPACE  any area that an artist provides for 

a particular purpose. Space includes the 

background, foreground and middle 

ground 

VALUE  is the degree of lightness and 

darkness in a colour. The difference in val-

ues is called  

COLOUR  is produced when light, striking 

an object, is reflected back to the eye. 

There are several properties to colour—

hue, tint, shade, tone and saturation                                          

TEXTURE  is used to describe how some-

thing on the page feels or looks 

PATTERN is an underlying structure 

that organises surfaces or structures 

Key Concepts: Identify the difference between a primary 

and secondary source drawing/demonstrate a series of 

observational drawings and use a wide variety of media.  

‘ism’ 

is an artistic movement 

such as surrealism or cub-

ism that defines a style of 

work or a period of time by 

one or many artists 

Observational  

Drawing 

is when an artist observes something and responds to it 

— first hand is from something directly in front of you, 

second hand may be from a book or photograph 

Research 

the investigation into and 

study of  artists and 

sources in order to          

establish facts and reach 

new conclusions  

Art Knowledge Organiser | Year 7 | Autumn term | Mechanical Objects | “So you think you can draw?” 

Formalism     Pointillism  

Contour drawing 

 an artistic technique in 

which the artist sketch-

es the style of a subject 

by drawing lines that  

outline shapes  

Blind Contour drawing 

 a drawing exercise, where an 

artist draws the contour of a 

subject without looking at the  

paper 

 

Cross Contour line  

drawing  

A cross contour line 

shows the form and vol-

ume of an object. 

The lines can be hatched 

or cross hatched. 

Continuous line  

drawing  

an unbroken drawing from 

the beginning to the end 

where the pencil does not 

leave the surface of the page 

  Types of Pencils (DRY)        Tonal Scale  

Critique 

Art criticism, 

the analysis 

and        

evaluation 

of works of 

art.  

https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Georges-Seurats-classic-pointillist-painting-A-Sunday-Afternoon-on-the-Island-of-La_fig1_323157634
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwjdwfOpmqPkAhXN-KQKHXOwBnUQjRx6BAgBEAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.pinterest.it%2Fpin%2F362469469984955521%2F&psig=AOvVaw1Va5joswVYHfTZZEpMrXGi&ust=1567000574772611
http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwiQ1ojYm6PkAhVFOBoKHc6zAZEQjRx6BAgBEAQ&url=http%3A%2F%2Fgetdrawings.com%2Fcross-contour-still-life-drawing&psig=AOvVaw39_BDWfYidKmyS7sW5tpQb&ust=1567000973273169
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwiEnqiwo6PkAhWI16QKHRBNBUIQjRx6BAgBEAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Fevrydayart.com%2F2018%2F09%2F28%2Fblind-contour-drawing-plumbing-valve%2F&psig=AOvVaw2UBQZZHOXm7XMnKH8Ua3H-&ust=156700294
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwjfrPeDpqPkAhUHz4UKHQOeCcIQjRx6BAgBEAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.pinterest.com%2Fsallyspiral17%2Fmechanical-form%2F&psig=AOvVaw3pHPww7uBsmZHVmdy3LYJd&ust=1567003751488127


Primary and Secondary Colour Wheel (WET) 

Primary Colours (3) 

 The pure root of all colours            

—blue,   yellow and red  

Secondary Colours (3) 

colours resulting from mixing wo 

primary colours—purple, orange  

 and green 

-1666       Tertiary Colours (6) 

-Sir Isaac Newton                                           Colours resulting from mixing a -primary    

                             and secondary colour together  

Key Words  

Primary Source  

An object that 

you can touch, 

    feel or see  

Secondary Source  

A photograph, 

diary, letter or 

work of art 

Tone  

How dark or 

light a shape is 

Value Scale  

A  tone bar that  

enables you to     

show a range of value 

from light to dark  

Proportion  

The size and shape 

of one object in 

comparison to another  

Wet Material  

A medium that 

is soluble    

Dry Material  

A medium that is 

non soluble             

Composition 

The arrange-

ment/layout 

of shapes/

objects  on 

     the page 

Stippling                                                                  

A group of 

small dots that 

create a pattern 

to show a cast shadow  

Art Knowledge Organiser | Year 7 | Autumn term | Mechanical Objects | “So you think you can draw?” 

Contemporary Supporting Artist: 

  Michael Craig Martin 

 

Independent Homework Challenge—End Term 1  

To be able to design and create an observa-

tional drawing based on an ‘ism’ you have    

researched. You can use one of the following ’isms’,                          

1. Fauvism 

2. Dadaism  

3. Bauhaus  

VISUAL     

MINDMAP 

a diagram in which information 

is represented visually, with a 

central idea placed in the     

middle 

Key Concepts: Develop your drawing of a mechanical 

object and the ideas generated through the research of 

contemporary artist Michael Craig Martin.               

Experiment using a wide range of mark making    

textures, colour theory and tone. Record purposeful 

ideas in your sketchbook that reflect the styles and 

techniques investigated. Present a reflective,       

meaningful final outcome based on the theme.  

 Hatching  

Stippling  

Spiralling  

Zig Zag  

Wavy 

MARK          

MAKING 

different lines, patterns, and              

textures we created in a piece of art. 

Mark making is a technique that can 

be used to demonstrate tone  

12 

 Genre Art  the pictorial representation in any media 

Still Life the principal genre of a still life piece of art  

is essentially that, the subject matter can be anything 

that does not move or is dead 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwj2m_zBsqPkAhUKxYUKHd2mCOgQjRx6BAgBEAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.pinterest.com%2Fpin%2F456552480974001080%2F&psig=AOvVaw2B5_OTjFRn11NQ2KWwKMn9&ust=1567007104251418


Key vocabulary Definition 

Spreadsheet An electronic document in which data is arranged in the 

rows and columns of a grid and can be manipulated. 

Excel Software within the Microsoft Office package used to 

create spreadsheets. 

Cell A cell is a single unit of storage within a spreadsheet  

program. 

Cell reference The specific location of a cell within a spreadsheet  

(e.g. D2) 

Range A cell reference which links to a group of connected cells 

(e.g. D2:F6) 

Formula An expression used in a spreadsheet to perform a       

calculation. 

Data  Facts or information collected which has no meaning on 

its own (e.g. numbers or symbols). 

Information Data which has been put into context to provide      

meaning (e.g. a list of peoples ages).  

Sort Organise data or information into order. 

Search Look through data or information to find results that  

meet a certain criteria. 

Filter Setting conditions so that only certain data is displayed. 

Functions Use reserved words to simplify more complex               

calculations. 

Year 7 Computing - Spreadsheet Knowledge Organiser  

Cell formatting 
To access a cell’s formatting options, right click on the cell and click ‘Formatting 

options’. A dialogue box with the following tabs will appear: 

 Number—tell the spreadsheet what type of data the cell contains,  

 e.g. currency, percentage, date, time, etc. 

 Alignment—align the text in the cell vertically (top, bottom or middle), 

  horizontally (left or right) or at an angle. 

 Font—change the font used, text size and colour. 

 Border— add a solid, dotted, dashed or coloured border to the cell. 

 Fill—adds a colour to the chosen cell. 

GOLDEN RULE: Every formula always starts with an = 

 Cell references begin with a 

letter, and finish with a   

number e.g. C4 

  A B C D E F G 

1        

2        

3        

4        

5        

A range is a selection of         

cells.  e.g. (B2:F4) 

 
 A B C D E F G 

1        

2        

3        

4        

5        



Learning Objectives:

This scheme of work aims to build and prepare you for your time at Bower Park. It encourages organisation from 

the outset and allows you to discuss your worries and find solutions. We also emphasise the importance of a 

healthy life style, especially diet. We ensure you are aware of the consequences of the choices you make.  

You will develop knowledge and skills in the following:

- School expectations                         - LORIC and its value                      - How to be and stay organised            

- Diet and exercise                                 - What it means to be healthy      - Making the right choices

Bower Park Academy CPSHE Knowledge Organiser Year 7 AUT 1: Transition to Secondary School
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Diet: What we eat

Fats: Are one of the three nutrients used as an energy source by the body. There are 

different types of fats. Saturated and trans fat are ‘bad’ fat which can raise blood 

cholesterol concentrations which can contribute to clogged arteries which block the flow 

of blood to your heart and brain. Unsaturated fats are actually good for you and many 

don’t get enough of these types of fat. It provides fatty acids which your body needs and 

can help lower cholesterol.  

Carbohydrates: Come in simple forms such as sugars and in complex forms such as 

starches and fibre. The body breaks down most sugars and starches into glucose, a 

simple sugar that the body can use to feed its cells. Foods such as pasta, bread and 

rice. 

Vitamins: Complex organic compounds that are needed in small amounts by the body 

for normal growth and metabolism. An important part of a balanced diet, vitamins occur 

naturally in foods and may be added to processed foods to increase their nutritional 

value. Food with vitamins are all fruit and vegetables.

Protein: We need to eat protein foods such as lean meat, poultry, fish, eggs, tofu, nuts, 

seeds and legumes/beans every day. Protein is essential for building, maintaining, and 

repairing the tissues in our body.

Fibre: Is found in cereals, fruits and vegetables. Fibre is made up of the indigestible 

parts or compounds of plants, which pass relatively unchanged through our stomach 

and intestines. Fibre is mainly a carbohydrate. The main role of fibre is to keep the 

digestive system healthy.

Minerals: Just like vitamins, minerals help your body grow, develop, and stay healthy. 

The body uses minerals to perform many different functions — from building strong 

bones to transmitting nerve impulses. Some minerals are even used to make hormones 

or maintain a normal heartbeat.

Expectations What is expected of you

Consequences What will happen if 

expectations are not met 

Rewards Something given in recognition of 

service, effort, or achievement.

LORIC Are five key attributes which 

employers’ look for when recruiting. You will 

develop these throughout your time at BPA. 

LORIC is an acronym which stands for 

Leadership, Organisation, Resilience, 

Initiative and Communication

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwiLu5r686zjAhVBxoUKHXfXDbIQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cbhs.com.au%2Fhealth-well-being-blog%2Fblog-article%2F2018%2F03%2F29%2Fhow-much-exercise-should-i-be-doing&psig=AOvVaw1r18jraL4UWMkkRIVI-3Ul&ust=1562935813932266
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwi7uu7H9KzjAhVsAWMBHUJjBggQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.shutterstock.com%2Fes%2Fsearch%2Femotions&psig=AOvVaw2gj4069N3hO_hcJ3nu_1uc&ust=1562935962469606


Climate change refers to the long-term changes in the Earth’s climate, or a region on Earth, and includes more than just the average surface temperature. For example, variations in the amount of snow, 

sea levels, and sea ice can all be consequences of climate change.

Global warming is an increase in the Earth’s average surface temperature from human-made greenhouse gas emissions.

The chemical compound carbon dioxide (also known by its shorthand CO2) is the primary greenhouse gas and driver of climate change. It’s an integral part of life cycles on earth, produced through 

animal respiration (including human respiration) and absorbed by plants to fuel their growth, to name just two ways.

A greenhouse gas is a chemical compound found in the Earth’s atmosphere, such as carbon dioxide, methane, water vapour, and other human-made gases. These gases allow much of the solar 

radiation to enter the atmosphere, where the energy strikes the Earth and warms the surface.

In the climate change space, emissions refer to greenhouse gases released into the air that are produced by numerous activities, including burning fossil fuels, industrial agriculture, and melting 

permafrost, to name a few. These gases cause heat to be trapped in the atmosphere, slowly increasing the Earth’s temperature over time.

Fossil fuels are sources of non-renewable energy, formed from the remains of living organisms that were buried millions of years ago. Burning fossil fuels like coal and oil to produce energy is where the 

majority of greenhouse gases originate.

Renewable energy is energy that comes from naturally replenished resources, such as sunlight, wind, waves, and geothermal heat.

Mitigation refers to an action that will reduce or prevent greenhouse gas emissions, such as planting trees in order to absorb more CO2.

Learning Objectives:

This scheme of work aims to develop your knowledge and awareness of 

climate change and show how we can all make a difference. It aims to 

build key LORIC skills using a enterprise project to develop your 

leadership, organisation, resilience, initiative and communication 

through a practical project.

• You will build knowledge around climate change and how to help improve 

the environment.

• You will create an invention to help with climate change. You will need to 

work as a team and consider budgeting, materials, durability, distinction, 

marketing and practicality. 

• As a team you will then need to create a presentation launching your 

project. Within this you will develop communication skills, leadership, team 

work, respect, research, writing and creativity. The best project from each 

class will be voted on and the best ones from each house will be judged by 

Mr McLaughlin and house points will be awarded. 

Bower Park Academy CPSHE Knowledge Organiser Year 7 AUT 2: Climate 

Change Project



KEY CONCEPT

Introduction to drama (Bullying)
During this first unit you will learn the basic keys skills and drama strategies that are required to complete the WJEC GSCE in drama.  This is 
taught through the concept of bullying. The issue of bullying is still a prevalent topic in today’s society. This unit will explore both the 
different types of bullying, what you should do and who you can talk to should you find yourself in that situation.

Key Knowledge:

Types of Bullying;
Physical/Verbal/Social Media.

Consequences of bullying;
Social isolation/Mental Health/Academic impact.

How to tackle bullying;
Pastoral care in Bower/Mindfulness.

Drama Strategies

Freeze Frame (Tableaux)
Thought Tracking 
Role-Play

Stage Conventions
Proscenium Arch
Theatre in the Round
Thrust
Traverse

Key Language:

Freeze Frame: A single frame forming a motionless image
Thought Tracking: A character is communicating their 
thoughts aloud. 
Role Play: Act out or perform the part of a person or 
character.
Proscenium Arch:. The “Arch "acts like a picture frame 
through which the action can be seen.
Theatre in the Round: A theatre in the round, arena 
theatre or central staging is a space for theatre in which 
the audience surrounds the stage.
Thrust: a stage that extends into the auditorium so that 
the audience is seated around three sides.
Traverse: A traverse stage is a form of theatrical stage in 
which the audience is prominently on two sides of the 
stage, facing towards each other like a catwalk.
Drama: composition in verse or prose intended to portray 
life or character or to tell a story through action and 
dialogue and typically designed for theatrical performance

Key Skills:

Communication
Freeze Frames
Role Play
Thought Tracking
Teamwork

Y7 KNOWLEDGE ORGANISER – DRAMA  AUTUMN  1

https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=SGmgLVHfaY4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SGmgLVHfaY4


KEY CONCEPT 
Pantomime 

Key Knowledge:

Pantomime is a marvellous and wonderful (if a little eccentric!) 
British institution.
Audience participation is a very important part of a pantomime. 
The audience are encouraged to boo the villain whenever he 
enters the stage, argue with the Dame (who is always a man) and 
warn the Principal Boy (who is always a girl) when the villain is 
behind them by shouting out “He’s behind you!”. Slapstick is 
another important part of a British pantomime – the throwing of 
custard pies, the ugly sisters (who are always played by men) 
falling over, lots of silly costumes including of course, the 
pantomime horse which is played by two people in a horses 
costume. By the end of the pantomime, the villain has been 
defeated, true love has conquered all and everyone lives happily 
ever after. So how did this curious British institution come 
about?
Pantomime literally means “all kinds” of “mime” (panto-mime) . 
It is generally acknowledged that British pantomime is modelled 
on the early masques of the Elizabethan and Stuart days. In the 
14th century the early masques were musical, mime or spoken 
dramas, usually performed in grand houses although by the 17th 
century they were really no more than an excuse for a theme 
party.

Key Language:

Pantomime: Pantomime  (informally panto) is a type of 
musical comedy stage production designed for family 
entertainment
Emotion - a strong feeling deriving from one's 
circumstances, mood, or relationships with others.
Mime - the theatrical technique of suggesting action, 
character, or emotion without words, using only gesture, 
expression, and movement.
Movement - an act of moving in a non naturalistic way
Non-Verbal - not involving or using words or speech
Perform - present (a form of entertainment) to an 
audience
Rehearse - practise (a play, piece of music, or other work) 
for later public performance.
Verbal - relating to or in the form of words
Slapstick- Slapstick is a style of humour involving 
exaggerated physical activity which exceeds the 
boundaries of normal physical comedy.
Melodrama: A melodrama is a dramatic work in which the 
plot, which is typically sensational and designed to appeal 
strongly to the emotions, takes precedence over detailed 
characterization.

Key Skills:

Body Language
Communication
Mime
Movement
Slapstick
Teamwork

Y7 KNOWLEDGE ORGANISER – DRAMA AUTUMN 2 

As an actor you will explore the different conventions of a pantomime. This includes; Linear 
narrative/Slapstick/Comedy/Breaking of the fourth wall/Immersive Theatre/History of the Genre and Melodrama.

https://www.you
tube.com/watch
?v=_XVmZOmN7
nI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_XVmZOmN7nI


Deficiency
Slow growth in

Eat Well Guide
The Eatwell Guide is a policy tool used to define government 

recommendations on eating healthily and achieving a balanced diet.

Macro-nutrients 
(large amounts)

Fat, Protein,
Carbohydrates

Food Safety & Hygiene
The food safety principles when preparing, cooking and serving food.

Function
Vitamin D enables the mineral calcium to be absorbed.
Helps calcium to be absorbed in the bones and teeth.

Cross-contamination – contamination from raw foods such as meat, poultry, eggs and 
vegetable. Work surfaces and equipment, food waste, people cooking.

YR7: Food Preparation and Nutrition
Introduction to the Eat Well Guide, Food Safety and Hygiene  

1%

41 %

8%

12 %

38 %

KEYWORDS

Micro-nutrient, calcium, proportions,

macro-nutrient, balanced, right amount,

gender, active, variety, function 

Micro-nutrients 
(small amounts)

Vitamins & 
Minerals

Micro-organisms – bacteria, yeasts and moulds

High risk foods – high in protein and water.
cooked meat and fish, gravy, stock, sauces and soup, shellfish.
dairy products such as milk, cream and soya milk, cooked rice.

Enzymic action – ripening of bananas or browning of fruit

Personal Hygiene –
apron, hair, hands, 
nails, jewelry
Work area -
Clean work surfaces, 
correct cooking 
times, care with high 
risk foods

Bacteria 

Yeast 
Mould

Enzymic browning is an oxidation reaction that takes 
place in some foods, mostly fruit and vegetables, 

causing the food to turn brown.



Deficiency
Slow growth in

Support for writing evaluations

YR7: Food Preparation and Nutrition
Introduction to the Eat Well Guide, Food Safety and Hygiene  

Discussing nutritional content of a dish:

• I think this dish is well balanced because…

• This dish meets the advice of the Eatwell Guide by…

• The nutrients in this dish include…

• By using ….(name of ingredient)…..I have added …(name of nutrient)…in my dish

• The sections of the Eatwell Guide covered in my meal include…

• To make my dish more balanced, I would include…

• This would increase the amount of….

• I think this would make a more balanced dish by…

• There is too much….

• There is not enough of…

Sensory analysis 
Food manufacturers and retailers often use sensory 
evaluation in order to help them to know what 
consumers think of their products. One way to record 
results of the sensory attributes of food is on a star 
chart. See example.

Skills, Techniques & Equipment 
Measuring and weighing 

The abbreviations for the 
weights, measures, time and 
oven temperature listed below.
Gram - g
Kilogram - kg
Degrees Celsius - ̊c
Minutes - Mins
Millilitres - ml
Litre - l

How many grams of dry ingredient can 
be measured with a:
Tablespoon – 15g Abbreviation - tbsp
Teaspoon – 5g Abbreviation - Tsp
½ Teaspoon 2.5g
¼ Teaspoon 1.25g

Skills
Knife skills – claw grip and 
bridge hold, dice, slice, 
deseeding

Grilling, boiling (hob), 
simmering (hob), baking (oven),
enrobing, shaping, binding

Food science 
Dextrinisation, fermentation, shortening, enzymic
browning. 

Hypothesis – to make a prediction 
Food investigation – testing the function of 
ingredients in food products 

Hob

Oven dial

Selecting the correct equipment: 
mixing bowls, sieves, whisks, 
saucepan, frying pan, muffin tray, 
baking sheet, cooling rack, measuring 
spoons, wooden spoon, spatula

Food may be labelled with 
a traffic light label showing
how much fat, saturated 
fats, sugar and salt are in 
that food by using 
the traffic light signals for 
high (red), medium (amber) 
and low (green) percentages 
for each of these 
ingredients.

Food labelling

Food Production:
Free-range, organic & intensive 

farming methods



KEYWORDS

HARMONY / CONTRAST / LOGO TYPE / LOGOGRAM 
/ COMBINATION LOGO / SUSTAINABLE / FINITE/ 
RENEWABLE / RESOURCE / AESTHETICS / FUNCTION

Isometric Drawing
This is a form of 3D drawing we use to communicate our ideas on paper. There are rules 
you have to follow and words you need to understand.

Types Of Logos
A logo represent your company or brand. It tells 
people who you are and what you are about. 
There are three types of logos you need to know.

Logo Gram- just and image.

Logo Type- just text.

Combination Logo- a mix of
text and image.

Renewable Energy
We need energy to produce electricity. We 
normally do this by burning fossil fuels. 
Unfortunately we will run out of this resource as it 
will take over millions of years to replace. Instead 
we can use alterative energies such as solar 
power, wind power, hydro power and geo- thermal 
energy.1. All the lines that are opposite to each other in this 

drawing must be parallel
2. All the lines that are usual horizontal must be 

drawn at a 30 degree angle
3. All vertical lines must be 90 degrees.
4. You should always show three levels of shading to 

make the product look more realistic. We call this 
rendering.

Colour Theory
It is important to think about the colours you 
choose and the impacts they will have on 
your clients.  There are two ways to choose 
colours.

We can choose colours based on what they 
look like next to each other. You need to think 
about harmony or contrast. Harmony is when 
colours are similar to each other. These 
colour would be found next to each other on 
the colour wheel.  Contrast is when colour 
look very different from each other. They are 
usually far apart from each other on the 
colour wheel.
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Product Analysis
Before we start designing a product it is important to  study 
similar products. This helps us find out what already works and 
doesn’t work. This will also give us the opportunity to identify 
things that have not yet been tried. We call this a niche.

When analysing a product it is important to study all aspects of it 
in as much detail as possible. You should describe the products 
appearance in terms of shape, colours and style. Another aspect 
you can study is how well the product is able to do its intend job 
to conclude whether or not the product is fit-for-purpose.

Every time you identify or describe something you should always 
follow this up with an opinion. This is where you discuss whether 
you think what you have found is a good thing or a bad thing.

Vacuum Forming

Specification
A specification is a list of requirements we put in place for our 
product before designing it. This helps guide our designs 
towards a specific goal. This is usually written as an extended 
piece of writing where you use paragraphs to describe what 
you want your product to look like and say what it should do.

In a specification you set requirements for certain points. We 
call these specification points. To remember all the different 
points we use an acronym called ‘ACCESS FM’.

This is a school 
based process 
where you could 
create multiple 
identical plastic 
components. This 
is where you 
soften a sheet of 
plastic and have it 
form over a 
mould with the 
aid of a vacuum.

AESTHETICS: What sort of colours would you use? What 
sort of mood do you want? Style? Texture? Font?

CUSTOMER: Who is your Target Market Group? 
Customer? User? Age? Gender? Professions? Needs?

COST: What will be the maximum cost for manufacture? 
What will be the retail price? Why is this good value?

ENVIRONMENT: what could you do to make sure your 
product is environmentally friendly?

SIZE: what will be the size requirements based on? What 
is the maximum length, width and height?

SAFETY: How will you make sure your product is not 
hazardous for your client?

FUNCTION: What does your product need to do? How 
will it do this? How will you know it doing it job properly?

Material: describe what sort of materials you need? 
Heavy? Light? Strong? Flexible? Clean? Affordable?



YR7: RESISTANT MATERIALS-TRINKET BOX
Keywords:
Hazards- A danger or risk.
Problem - a matter or situation regarded as unwelcome or harmful and
needing to be dealt with and overcome.
Safety - The condition of being protected from or unlikely to cause danger,
risk, or injury.
Workshop- A room or building in which goods are manufactured or repaired.
Research- the systematic investigation into and study of materials and
sources in order to establish facts and reach new conclusions
Specification- An act of identifying something precisely or of stating a
precise requirement.
Analysis- is the process of researching technology solutions, problems and
risks. It is a component of business analysis that is used to develop
requirements, specifications and validate technical designs.
Annotate- add notes to (a text or diagram) giving explanation or comment.
Designs- a plan or drawing produced to show the look and function or
workings of a building, garment, or other object before it is made.
Evaluation- making of a judgement about the amount, number, or value of
something; assessment
Isometric- Having equal dimensions.
Measure- take an exact quantity of something
Tools- a thing used to help perform a job.
Modelling- An example to follow or imitate.

Information:
There is a range of different wood finishes; 
You can use paint- glossy, mat, or silk.
You can use wood stain applied to enhance appearance of timber.
You can use oil and wax enhance natural appearance.
You can use varnish give a shiny look to wood.

Wood: is a porous and fibrous structural tissue found in the stems and roots of trees and other woody 
plants. 
There are a range of different wood: Softwood, Hardwood, Pine, Cedar, Fir, Oak, Ash, Beech.

CAD- Computer aided Design- is technology for design and technical documentation, which replaces 
manual drafting with an automated process. If you are a designer, drafter, architect or engineer, you 
have probably used 2D or 3D CAD programs such as AutoCAD or AutoCAD LT software.

CAM- is the use of software to control machine tools and related ones in the manufacturing of work 
pieces.

Different wood joints: Butt Joint, Dado, Biscuit joint, Bridle joint, Dovetail joint, finger joint, lap joint, 
mortise and Tenon. 

Sustainable design: Seeks to reduce negative impacts on the environment, and the health and comfort 
of building occupants, thereby improving building performance. The basic objectives of sustainability are 
to reduce consumption of non-renewable resources, minimize waste, and create healthy, productive 
environments.
Sustainable design principles include the ability to:
optimize site potential;
minimize non-renewable energy consumption;
use environmentally preferable products;
protect and conserve water;
enhance indoor environmental quality; and
optimize operational and maintenance practices.

Materials:
Wood:

• Wood was the first drawing materials.
• The oldest tree is in UK.
• The tallest tree is in USA.

• Wood is probably 400 million years old.
• Most expensive wood is the African blackwood. 



YR7: RESISTANT MATERIALS-TRINKET BOX

Language- French

Hazard- Le danger
Problem- Le probleme
Safety- Le Securite
Measure- Le mesure
Tools- Le outils
Research- Le recherche

Jobs/ Careers
• User experience/ Designer for cancer research.

• Teacher 
• Head of Production design. Universities/ College

• Kingston University
• Central Saint Martins

• London College of Communication

Designers/ Artists:

Donald Baechler Artist-
• Born 1956
• Lives in new York 
• Second generation pop artist

Countries:
Uk
• Capital city is London.
• In 2011 the population of UK was 53 million.
• There were loads of English scientist Isaac Newton and Steven Hawking.
• Large economy use pound sterling.
• Number of influential authors.

India
• Second largest population
• Highest mountain in India
• Experiences heavy rain- Monsoon
• A range of different languages is spoken in India.

Turkey
• Has the most oldest malls
• Santa Claus is from Turkey
• Turkey is packed with cultural history
• You can cross continents underground. 

Garo Antreasian 1922- 2018
• Mentor to a generation of print 

makers.
• Created a range of different prints 

and painting.
• Born in Indianapolis

James Dyson 1942
• His most notable work, the bagless vacuum, was founded on frustration.
• Dyson worked for five years designing the vacuum that would not lose suction as it 

picked up dirt–the “G-Force cleaner”.
• Before he was an inventor, Dyson was an artist.
• He credited his tenacity for success to the times he spent as a runner.
• Dyson’s design had been featured on the popular television program, Tomorrow’s 

World.

Equipment:
Hammer 

Nails
Sand paper
Belt sander
G- Clamp

Pencil
Pen

Paper
Copping saw

Pillar drill



Colours Questions Answers

Quel le heure est-i l?                     What time is it? I l  est…heures It is… o'clock

I like/don't like…

Qu'est-ce que tu portes? What are you wearing? Je porte… I am wearing…

Yes I like/no I don't like…

C'est comment? How is it? C'est… It is…

Qu'est-ce que tu...? What do you…?

À quel le heure? At what time? At 9am/midday/2.30pm

School subjects It is… School uniform Giving details

le français  French faci le easy je porte… I wear… Mon jour préféré c'est… My favourite day is…

le théâtre drama diffici le difficult/hard on porte… we wear… J'ai deux heures d'anglais. I have two hours of English.

la  géographie geography intéressant interesting l 'uniforme scolaire school uniform C'est ma matière préférée. It is my favourite subjetc.

la  mus ique music ennuyeux boring un pantalon trousers Je suis fort en maths. I am good at Maths.

la  technologie technology amusant fun/funny un polo a polo shirt L'emploi du temps the timetable

l ’angla is  English créati f creative un pull a jumper La rentrée the start of new school year

l ’EPS P.E. nul . rubbish/awful un sweat a sweatshirt Les vacances the holidays

l ’his toire history chic smart/stylish un tee-shirt a tee-shirt What is your school like?

l ’informatique I.C.T. confortable comfortable une chemise a shirt Le collège est… The school is…

les  arts  plastiques  art démodé(e ) old-fashioned une cravate a tie grand/petit big/small

les  maths  maths pratique practical une jupe a skirt de tail le moyenne medium-sized

les  sciences  science une veste a jacket/blazer Il  y a 500 élèves There are 500 pupils

le/la  prof est sympa the teacher is kind d'abord                     first of all des chaussettes (f) some socks On étudie… We study…

ensuite, puis            then des chaussures (f) some shoes le japonais Japanese

après                         a fterwards des baskets (f) some trainers la cuisine cookery

School day les arts martiaux martial arts

je quitte la maison I leave the house Il  y a… there is…/there are…

Questions j'arrive au collège I arrive at school Un cinéma en 3 D a 3D cinema

je retrouve mes copains I meet (up with) my friends une piscine a swimming pool

on commence les cours we start lessons des courts de tennis some tennis courts

je mange à la cantine I eat at the canteen Il  n'y a pas de… There is no…/there are no…

je chante dans la chorale I sing in the choir harcèlement bullying

je joue dehors I play outside toilettes sales dirtly toilets

on recommence les cours we start lessons again profs trop sévères too strict teachers

je rentre à la maison I go home

à (quatre) heures at (four) o'clock

À 9 heures/midi/14 

heures  trente

En classe - Year 7 Knowledge Organiser 2 

Qu'est-ce que tu penses  de tes  

matières? What do you think of your subjects?

J'a ime/je n'a ime pas  

…

Tu a imes ...? Do you like…?

Oui  j'a ime/non je 

n'a ime pas  …

le/la  prof est trop 

sévère 

the teacher is too 

strict

j'a i  trop de devoirs
I have too much 

homework

Sequencing words

Quelle est ta matière 

préférée?

What is your 

favourite subject?

Qu'est-ce que tu 

portes?

What do you wear/ 

are you wearing?

Ta journée scolaire 

est comment?

What is your school 

day like?

Quel est ton jour 

préféré?

What is your 

favourite day?

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

The weather Sports Jouer to play Faire to do

je joue… I play… Je fais… I do / I go… je joue I play je fais I do

au basket basketball   du skate I go skateboarding tu joues you play tu fais you do

au billard pool   du patin à glace I go ice skating i l  joue he plays i l  fait he does

au football (foot) football   du vélo I go cycling elle joue she plays elle fait she does

au rugby rugby   du ski I go skiing on joue we play on fait we do

au hockey hockey   du judo I do judo Questions and answers

au tennis tennis   du théâtre I do drama Qu'est-ce que tu fais? What do you do?

au volleyball volleyball   de la cuisine I do cookery Je fais des randonnées I go hiking

boules

(bowls)

aux cartes cards   de la gymnastique I do gymnastics

aux échecs chess   de la natation I go swimming

Are you sporty?   de l 'athlétisme I do athletics Time phrases

je suis I am   de l 'équitation I go horse riding parfois sometimes

Je ne suis pas I am not On fait… we/people go souvent often

du canyoning canyoning tout le temps all the time

du canoë kayak canoeing tous les jours every day

i l  / elle joue he/she is playing de la voile sailing tous les weekends every weekend

i l  / elle porte he/she is wearing de la planche à voile wind-surfing

un short a pair of shorts de la luge tobogganing

un chapeau a hat du ski (alpin) skiing

une casquette a cap du snowboard snowboarding

Le ciel est bleu/gris the sky is blue/grey du rafting rafting

i l  y a un bâtiment there is a building de l'alpinisme mountaineering

i l  y a une maison there is a house Opinions Activities

i l  y a des arbres there are some trees j'aime I like bloguer blogging

Qu'est-ce que tu aimes faire sur… What do you like doing… je n'aime pas I don't like écouter de la musique listening to music

sur ton portable? on your mobile? j'adore I love envoyer des SMS sending text messages

sur ta tablette? on your tablet? je déteste I hate prendre des selfies taking selfies

le weekend? at the weekend? parce que c'est because it is partager des photos/des vidéos sharing photos/videos

avec tes amis? with your friends? amusant fun regarder des fi lms watching films

quand il  pleut? when it rains? marrant funny tchatter avec mes copains/copines chatting (online) with my mates

Est-ce que tu aimes? Do you like? ennuyeux boring télécharger des chansons downloading songs

faire du judo? to do judo? facile easy

prendre des photos? to take photos? intéressant interesting

jouer aux échecs? to play chess? rapide fast

i l  y a un garçon/une 

fi l le
there is a boy / a girl

Je ne fais pas de sport 

/ de danse, (etc)

I don't do sport / 

dancing, (etc)

Est-ce que tu fais 

souvent (du vélo)?

Do you do/go (cycling) 

often?

tous les 

lundis/mardis (etc)

every 

Monday/Tuesday (etc)

à la pétanque/aux

boules
  de la danse I do dancing



 

I am Je suis funny I have J'ai a brother J'aime le sport sports

You are Tu es arrogant You have Tu as a sister Tu aimes le foot football

He is Il est chatty He has Il a a stepbrother Il aime le vélo cycling

She is Elle est strong

big/tall

intelligent

She has Elle a two brothers

three 

stepsisters

Elle aime le collège

le cinéma

le poisson

school

cinema

fish

I am not Je ne suis pas nasty/bad

patient

I don’t have 

any

Je n'ai pas 

de

brothers Je n'aime pas la danse

la musique

dance

music

You are not Tu n'es pas small/short

shy

You don't 

have any

Tu n'as pas 

de

sisters Tu n'aimes pas les pizzas

les serpents

pizzas

snakes

He is not Il n'est pas only child (M)

only child (F) He doesn't 

have any

Il n'a pas 

de

Il n'aime pas les glaces

les jeux video

les vacances

ice creams

video games

holidays

les BD

les mangas

comics

mangas

les araignées spiders

Comment t'appelles-tu? My name is… lundi Monday janvier

Comment ça va? I'm (very) well mardi Tuesday février

Not bad, thanks mercredi Wednesday mars

Not good! jeudi Thursday avril

I have a brother.

I don't have any 

sisters.

vendredi

samedi

dimanche

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

mai

juin

juillet

aoûtQuel âge as-tu? J'ai (onze) ans. I am (11) year old. septembre

My birthday is on 

the…

octobre

novembre

J'aime le foot I like football. décembre

Qualifiers un, deux, trois 1,2,3 quatorze, quinze, seize 14,15,16

Bonjour. Hello. mon/ma/mes my assez     quite quatre, cinq 4,5 dix-sept, dix-huit, dix-neuf 17,18,19

Salut! Hi! je/tu/il/elle I/you/he/she très       very six, sept, huit 6,7,8 vingt, vingt-et-un, vingt-deux 21,22

Au revoir Goodbye. un/une/des a (an)/some trop       too neuf, dix, onze ,11 trente, trente-et-un 30,31

À plus. See you later! le/la/l'/les the un peu    a bit douze, treize 12,13 trente-deux etc… 32 etc…

She is not Elle n'est pas She doesn't 

have any

Elle n'a pas 

de

ÊTRE = To be

Do you have any brothers 

and sisters?

Je m'appelle…

Ça va (très) bien.

Pas mal, merci

Ça ne va pas!

J'ai un frère.

Je n'ai pas de soeurs.

La rentrée  - Year 7 Knowledge Organiser 1 

Days of the week

He likes

Tu aimes?

Greetings

amusant(e)

arrogant(e)

bavard(e)

fort(e)

grand(e)

intelligent(e )

méchant(e)

patient(e)

petit(e)

timide

fils unique

fille unique

C'est quand, ton 

anniversaire?

When is your birthday? Mon anniversaire, c'est 

le…

High frequency words Connectives

et       and

mais    but 

Questions Answers

Ça va?

Et toi?

What's your name?

How are you?

Are you OK?

And you?

How old are you?

Do you like?

As-tu des frères et 

soeurs?

aussi   also

She doesn't 

like

He doesn't 

like

You don’t like

In don't like

frères et soeurs

soeurs

frères

Numbers

brothers or 

sisters

Le premier the first

un frère

AVOIR = To have

January

February

March

She likesdeux frères

trois demi-soeurs

AIMER = To love

Elle n'aime 

pas

You like

I like

un demi-frère

une soeur

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

Months

April

French  



 

What is on the picture? C'est… It is

Sur la photo, On the picture, sympa nice

il y a … is/are … génial great

un tableau (noir/blanc) a (black/white) board moderne modern

un poster a poster triste sad

un/une prof (professeur) a teacher nul rubbish

un écran a screen démodé old-fashioned

un ordinateur a computer

une porte a door

une fenêtre a window au fond at the back Ma vie, c'est… My life is…

une tablette a tablet au centre in the middle

des tables some tables à gauche on the left

des chaises some chairs à droite on the right chanter to sing/singing

des élèves some pupils danser to dance/dancing

retrouver 

mes amis

bloguer to blog/blogging

surfer to surf/surfing

tchatter

rigoler

étudier to study/studying

nager to swim/swimming

jouer to play/playing

avoir gagner to win/winning

aller

distribuer chanter = to sing je I

I sing tu you (singular)

you (one person) sing il/elle/on he/she/we (singular)

he sings nous we (plural)

she sings vous you (plural)

ils/elles they

Describing a photo

Advice on language learning

to chat/chatting 

(online)

to have/having a 

laugh

Useful verbs

Sometimes vowels will have various accents placed 

on top and/or a cedilla underneath. It is important 

to learn all words with these accents.

Qu'est-ce qu'il y a sur la photo?

Pour moi, la rentrée

c'est…

For me, going back 

to school is…

to meet up/meeting 

up with friends

je chante

tu chantes

il chante

elle chante

ER ending verbs conjugation Pronouns

Accents in French

distribute

I have finished

Je ne comprends pas

Est-ce que je peux…

J'ai fini

Practise saying the words aloud as much as possible as it will help you 

build up confidence in speaking in class.

Pronunciation is important. The more you practise in class, the more 

opportunity you will have to better your pronunciation.

Regularly learn new vocabulary to build a word bank.

Listen to French songs and watch some authentic material online.

Scholar phrases

I don't understand

Can I…

have

go



Physical world What our plant is like, work of rivers, sea and ice.

Human world How and where people live, develop and earn a living.

Environmental 
world

Habitats, such as mountains, forests, oceans and how humans 
have affected them

Qualities of a good geographer

• Investigates and understands the world.
• Develops locational knowledge of where places are in the world.
• Asks questions and uses a range of data to investigate places.

Cartography Mapmaking

194BC Eratosthenes, a Greek scholar 
was the first person to use the 
term ‘geography’.  He calculated 
the circumference of the earth 
accurately and drew the first 
map.

1658 Nicolaes Visscher (Dutch) drew 
more accurate map because 
soiling ships had explored large 
parts of the world.  Some of the 
coastlines weren’t drawn because 
he didn’t know what was there.

1969 Space flight means more accurate 
pictures of earth than ever 
before.  

Continents by size and by population

latitude Lines go around the earth.  The line of 
latitude that divides the northern and 
southern hemisphere is known as the 
Equator

Longitude Lines go over the globe.  The line 
which divides the earth into eastern 
and western hemispheres is the Prime 
Meridian.

Latitude is always written before longitude.

GPS: provides a world-wide navigation 
system made up of 24 satellites and 
their ground stations.  Navigation 
around the world is much easier.

Learn 
location 
of….

UK

France 

Spain 

Germany

Italy

The Americas

Covers 8.3 percent of earths total 
surface and 28.1% of all land.
Long mountain chain runs down the 
west side of both north and south 
America.
The eastern sides are dominated by 
large river basins.
Population is over a billion.
Over 65% live in USA, Mexico or 
Brazil.



scale Shows the link between measurements 
on the map and distances in real life.

Linear scale This is a line.  You measure it to find out 
how far you measurement is in real life.

Statement 
of scale

This is when it tells you in words (1cm 
represents 0.5km.)

ratio A scale of 1:50 000 means on cm on the 
map is 50 000cm in real life.  (same unit on 
the map as on the ground)

Maps are accurately drawn representations of the real world.  They use symbols to show what features are there in real life. They are drawn to scale.

A large-scale map shows lots of detail but not much 
land, a small-scale map shows a lot of area but not much 
detail.

We identify and label different features we use a key.  

Motorway
Main road
Car park
Train station
Information centre
Church
Church with spire
Church with tower
Forest 
Footpath
School 
Picnic site 
Campsite
Youth hostel
Gold course

Four figure grid references
To give a four-figure grid reference for the shaded 
square: 
● Read along the easting line until you reach the 
bottom left corner of the shaded square. Read off the 
number: 62. 
● Now read along the lines to the side at the numbered 
line at the bottom of the shaded square, 33. 
● These numbers combined provide the four-figure grid 
reference 6233.

Six-figure grid references 
To locate a feature more precisely within a square, such 
as the small green shaded square shown, we can use a 
six-figure grid reference: 
● First, imagine that each grid square is divided into 
tenths (as shown on the grid). 
● Read along from square 62 to count the tenths. There 
are 5. Read off the number: 625. 
● Now read up from square 33 to count the tenths. 
There are 3. Read off the number: 333. 
● These numbers combined provide the six-figure grid 
reference 625333.

Measuring height

1 Spot height: marked by a black dot with the height in metres alongside it. 
2 Triangulation pillars: often found on hill tops, shown by a blue triangle with a dot in the middle and the height marked next to it. These pillars were used by 
OS surveyors to measure the land, but they are not used any more. 
3 Contour lines: thin brown lines that join together places at the same height. The height is printed along the line. It is possible to use them to see the shape 
of the land

If contour lines are close together the slope is steep; 
if they are far apart the slope is gentle
● Contour lines are usually drawn at 10 m intervals 

on a 1: 50 000 scale map and at 5 m intervals on a 1: 
25 000 scale map. 
● Thicker contour lines appear every 50 m. 
● The numbers on contour lines are always displayed 
in ascending height; if the numbers increase it 
indicates an uphill slope, and if they decrease it 
indicates a downhill slope.

Symbols / key

These are 
standard 
symbols – that 
means they are 
always the 
same on any 
ordnance 
survey map



Natural resources are materials found in nature that we need to live. These include: clean drinking 
water; fuel for energy; wood and rocks for building; fertile soil for growing crops and keeping animals; 
fish; and minerals. Humans have always depended on the Earth’s natural resources.

Humans can use natural resources as raw materials to produce something else to meet these needs. We 
can use a tree, for example, to produce timber, which is then used to make furniture. Every item in your 
home was made from a raw material that came from a natural resource.

The Earth is a complex system that has evolved 
over millions of years. A system is a combination 
of interdependent and interacting elements 
working together to form an entity. The Earth 
has four major parts, all working and evolving in 
harmony to make the planet function properly. 
These four parts are called spheres. The Earth’s 
natural resources are formed and exist in these 
spheres.

Renewable resources Non-renewable resources

A renewable resource is one that is replaced by the natural 
processes of the Earth’s spheres, which take place in less 
time than an average human life. These are air, water, 
wind, sunlight and living things.

Some resources like coal and oil take millions of 
years to be replaced naturally. Within a human’s 
lifetime these resources would seem like they are 
never replaced. 

Geological timescale 

Geologists have created a geological 
timescale to explain how the planet 
evolved, which is divided into blocks of 
time. All geologists in the world work with 
the same timescale, so that different 
geological features and rock layers can be 
compared around the world. As a length of 
time, 4.6 billion years is difficult to grasp. 
To help you better understand events over 
this immense span of time, we can 
presents this timescale as a 24- hour clock. 
It compresses all Earth’s history into one 
imaginary day; each hour represents 
approximately 192 million years.

Types of rocks

Igneous rocks

This is formed from molten rock from volcanoes. The 
molten rock cools slowly, allowing time for minerals to 
form large crystals, which lock together. Granite and 
basalt are types of igneous rock. Igneous rocks are very 
hard and durable. 

Sedimentary rocks

Most of these types of rocks are formed under the sea. 
Rock particles carried by rivers were washed out to sea 
and settled on the sea floor. On the sea bed they were 
buried by newer sediment, squeezed and cemented 
together over thousands of years to form new rock. 
These rocks also include the fossilised remains of sea 
creatures. 

Metamorphic rocks

These rocks form from existing rocks that are 
transformed by great heat or pressure. These changes 
lead to the existing minerals melting and forming new 
minerals. 



Weathering Rocks are exposed to the atmosphere and biosphere and this causes them to rot and break down

Biological 
weathering

Biological weathering is when plants and animals break down rock. The roots of plants and trees can get 
into cracks in rocks, causing them to split. Burrowing animals and worms can also weaken rock.

Chemical 
weathering

Chemical weathering occurs when rainwater, which is slightly acidic, comes into contact with rock. The 
acid attacks the rock, causing it to rot and crumble.

Freeze-thaw 
weathering

Freeze-thaw weathering occurs when water gets into a crack in a rock and freezes. As the water turns to 
ice it expands and causes the crack to widen. Repeated freezing and thawing weakens the rock, which 
eventually splits into pieces. 

A biome is a large-scale community of 
organisms that has evolved from the 
interaction of the Earth’s spheres. The 
rainforest is an example of a biome, the most 
diverse and luxuriant environment in the 
biosphere. 

Water is our most basic need. It 
accounts for 71 per cent of the 
Earth’s surface. It exists in three 
states: gas, liquid and solid. 
Water lubricates the Earth’s 
system, interconnecting its 
spheres. It is continuously flowing 
between the ocean, atmosphere 
and land, powered by the Sun, 
through the water cycle. About 2 
billion people actually suffer 
water shortages.

Water management. In the UK 50 million households receive good 
quality water, sanitation and drainage services. Services are 
provided by 32 water companies in England and Wales. This water 
is cleaned, treated and pumped from reservoirs, rivers and 
underground supplies, to your tap. 

Water is not evenly shared There is a relationship between water 
availability – supply – and its use – demand. In many parts of the 
world water demand already exceeds supply. This is called water 
scarcity. In some places there isn’t enough water  - This can be due 
to a number of factors such as low rainfall, too many people, or 
overuse of the existing water. 

Oil is used for 
vehicle fuel and 
energy to make 
electricity.  Oil is 
also uses to 
make plastic

Fossil fuels Renewable resources

Such as natural gas, oil and coal 
are used to make electricity.  
Efficient and cheap. Pollutes the 
atmosphere.  They are running 
out.  Only 100 years left.

Uses natural processes in 
atmosphere to change into electricity 
– solar, wind, hydroelectric power, 
geothermal.  All non-polluting.  Costly 
to set up.  Negative visual impact.



Bower Park Academy History Department. 

Year 7 Autumn 1 Knowledge Organiser. 

Key Topics: What is History. England Pre-1066. 

Key Historical Words: 

Roman Numerals: 

 

Summary: 

The Romans had conquered most of Britain by the year 

AD43. Britain was now part of the Roman Empire and 

witnessed many changes, some of which are still evi-

dent today. The Romans introduced their fashions, army 

and many new inventions into the country. The Roman 

Army was one of the most impressive fighting units the 

world has ever seen.  About 400 years later though, the 

heart of the Roman Empire was being attacked and 

many Roman commanders in Britain returned to Rome 

with their armies to defend the Empire. This allowed the 

Angles, Saxons, Jutes and Vikings to start attacking and 

taking over parts of England which we will investigate 

next half-term.  

Chronology  The study of time; putting events into time order 

(the order they happened) 

Before Christ 

(BC) 

Events that happened before the birth of Christ 

(e.g. 55BC is 55 years before the year 0). 

Anno Dom-

ino (AD) 

Events that happened after the birth of Christ 

(e.g. AD43 is 43 years after the year 0). 

Decade A period of 10 years. 

Century A period of 100 years. 

Millennium A period of 1000 years. 

Source Anything that gives us information about the 

past. E.g. a newspaper, skeleton or diary.  

Bias When something is one-sided or only shows one 

particular view.  

Artefact An object made by somebody that gives us  

information about the past (e.g. a vase or a 

weapon).  

Empire A group of countries all controlled by a single 

King, Emperor or Government.  

Before the Romans arrived, there were no “towns” in Britain. 

The Romans built proper towns with a planned street-grid. 

Towns had shops, workshops, temples (later Christian churches) 

public baths for everybody to share, relax and keep clean. There 

were also theatres & amphitheatres in bigger towns for enter-

tainment of gladiator contests. The Romans were the first to 

establish a town in London. They called it Londinium.  

Topic Specific Terminology: 

Aqueduct A bridge used for carrying water across a 

valley or gap 

Amphitheatre An open circular theatre. 

Bath house Baths for members of the public to share. 

Roads Built all across Britain to connect Roman 

towns and forts. 

Gladiators  Men trained to fight with weapons against 

other men or wild animals in an arena  

Mosaics An image or pattern made from different 

coloured tiles to show off your riches 

How to Explain in History; Use I.D.E. 

I: Identify. In one sentence identify one features that 

helps to answer a question. 

D: Describe. Add some additional facts about that  

feature (this should be at least 2 sentences). 

 

E: Explain: Now explain how the feature you have  

identified answers the question (aim for 3 sentences). 

Key Dates:  

43AD Romans successfully invaded Britain. 

47-50AD London Founded. 

410AD Last Romans leave Britain.  



Bower Park Academy History Department. 

Year 7 Autumn 2 Knowledge Organiser. 

Key Topics: Anglo-Saxon to Norman England. 

Topic Specific Terminology: 

Summary: 

After the Romans left c.400AD, Britain were open to 

attacks from tribes all over Europe. Over the next 600, 

groups from central Europe (the Angles, Jutes and Sax-

ons) and from Denmark and Norway (the Vikings) 

attacked and settled all across England.. For Centuries, 

different areas all across England were fighting for con-

trol of land. The Vikings mostly controlled the North and 

East (the Danelaw) whilst the Saxons mostly controlled 

the rest (in areas called Wessex, Mercia and  

Northumbria). By 1066, England had been united into 1 

country and was ruled by one King, Edward the  

Confessor. He died in January without any successor. 

Three men each claimed that they should be the next 

King.  

 Harold Godwinson, the Saxon Earl of Wessex.  

 Harald Hardraada, the Viking King of Denmark  

 William, the Duke of Normandy.  

1066 saw 3 key battles to determine who would  

become King of England.  

Anglo-

Saxon 

Groups of people who invaded England from the 

5th Century (400AD). 

Viking Pirates from Scandinavian countries who invaded 

countries in Europe from the 9th to 11th Centuries 

Normandy The Normans come from this area in N. France. 

House of 

Godwin 

The most powerful Saxon family in the 11th  

Century (1000s). Control huge amounts of land.  

Hastings A town on the south coast of England.  

Burh An Anglo-Saxon fortified town (see image) 

Witan A group of Earls who advised the Anglo-Saxon King. 

Shield Wall A tactic used in war where soldiers stand side-by-

side & overlap their shields to stop the enemy. 

Feigned 

retreat 

A tactic used by Normans where they pretend to 

retreat in order to break a shield wall 

Danelaw The Viking part of England (in the North East). 

Key Historical Words: 

Heir Somebody who has been told that they will 

become King/Queen next 

Successor Similar to heir. Next-in-line to the throne. 

Cavalry Soldiers who fight on horseback (typical in 

William’s Norman army. 

Infantry Soldiers who fight on foot. 

Monarchy Name for a King or Queen or a country that 

has a King or Queen. 

Conquer To take over something, often by using 

force.  

How to Explain in History; Use I.D.E. 

I: Identify. In one sentence identify one features that 

helps to answer a question. 

D: Describe. Add some additional facts about that fea-

ture (this should be at least 2 sentences). 

E: Explain: Now explain how the feature you have iden-

tified answers the question (aim for 3 sentences). 

Above;  

Anglo-

Saxon Burh. 

Right;     

Invasions 

from 5th 

Century AD 

The Bayeux Tapestry is 

a source that historians 

use to piece together 

the events of 1066. 



Algebra and Number: 1

Simplifying

1)    y + y + y + y

2)   3a + 4a +2a

3)   5s + 5t + 3s + 2t

4)   6f + 5g – 3f + 3g

5) 4z – 3w – 2z – 3w

Expanding Brackets 

1) 3(a + 4)

2) 5(c + 6b)

3) 4(x – 3y)

4) a(a + 5)

nth Term

Find the nth term of the following 

sequences

1) 5, 8, 11, 14, 17, …

2) 9, 14, 19, 24, 29, …

3) 3, 9, 15, 21, 27, …

4) 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, …

5) Find the first three terms of the 

sequence with nth term 3n - 2

6) Find the first three terms of the 

sequence with nth term 2n + 4

Substitution 

1) Find 3x + 5y when x = 4 and y = 2

2) Find abc when a = 2, b = 3 and c = 5

3) Find 7s – 2t when s = 4 and t = –3

4) Find 4(2n – 3) when n = 5

Factorise

1) 3x + 33

2) 5y + 25

3) 4a – 18

4) x² + 4x

Solving Equations

1) 6(x - 2) = 24

2) 5(4y + 2) = 70

3) 2x + 4 = 5x – 8

4) 4x – 3 = 2x + 2

5) 3(x + 6) = 4(x + 5)

Equivalent Fractions, Decimals 

and Percentages

1) Complete the table below.

2) Would you rather have ¾, 70% 

or 0.72 of a pizza? Why?

Fraction Decimal Percentage

½ 

0.6

15%

¼ 

Place Value

1)    Write the number 4021 in words

2)   Write the number 72 308 in words

3) What is the value of 4 in 642?

4)   What is the value of 9 in 91 486?

5) Calculate 670 ÷ 100

6) Calculate 2.73 x 10

Year 7 Maths



Dynamics - The volume of the music.

Forte - The Italian word for ‘loud’.

Fortissimo - The Italian word for ‘very loud’.

Piano - The Italian word for ‘very loud’.

Pianissimo - The Italian word for ‘very loud’.

Crescendo - The Italian word for ‘gradually  getting 

louder’.

Decrescendo - The Italian word for ‘gradually getting 

quieter’. 

Warm up - Exercises that prepare you for singing.

Sharp - Singing at a higher pitch than the correct 

pitch.

Flat - Singing at a lower pitch than the correct pitch.

Texture - How many layers a piece of 

music has.

Melody - A series of notes that are sung 

or played one after the other. This is 

informally known as a ‘tune’.

Duration -The length of a note.

Rhythm - A series of notes of different 

durations.

Harmony - Two or more notes played or 

sung at the same time. 

Diaphragm - The diaphragm is a thin skeletal 

muscle that sits at the base of the chest and 

separates the abdomen from the chest. It 

contracts and flattens when you inhale. This 

creates a vacuum effects that pulls air into the 

lungs. When you exhale, the diaphragm 

relaxes and the air is pushed out of the lungs. 

Support - Using the diaphragm to create a 

good quality sound.

Unison - Everyone performing the same 

melody

Call and Response - A succession of two 

distinct phases usually written in different parts 

of the music, where the second phrase is 

heard as a direct commentary or in response 

to the first.

Year 7 

Music



Composition - A piece of original music.

Composer - A musician who writes a piece 

of music. 

Narnia - The Chronicles of Narnia is a series 

of seven fantasy novels by C. S. Lewis. 

Written by Lewis, illustrated by Pauline 

Baynes, and originally published in London 

between 1950 and 1956, The Chronicles of 

Narnia has been adapted for radio, 

television, the stage, and film.

Elements of music - A variety of elements 

which are used to create music. 

Repetition - To repeat a note or phrase.

‘Voice’ on a keyboard - This is the button used on a keyboard to 

change the sound  on a keyboard to a different instrument. 

Melody and accompaniment - A melody (or tune) with chords to 

accompany it. 

Chords - Two or more notes played at the same time. 

Tonality - Major/minor/atonal

Major - bright in sound

Minor - dark in sound. 

Atonal - Not bearing any relation to a major or minor key. 

Duration - How long or short a note is. 

Rhythm - A series of notes of different 

durations.

Pitch - How high or low a note is. 

Harmony - Two or more notes played or sung 

at the same time. 

Tempo - How fast or slow the music is.

Timbre - The individual quality of sound that an instrument 

or voice makes. 

Texture - The different layers of music. 

Dynamics - How loud or quiet the music is. 

Major scale - A succession of notes which has a bright 

sound. 

Minor scale - A succession of notes which has a dark 

sound. 

Bass line - The root note of a chord played one after the 

other. . 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heptalogy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fantasy_novels
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/C._S._Lewis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pauline_Baynes
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adaptations_of_The_Chronicles_of_Narnia


Track events

1 Sprinting 100m, 1.10 metre hurdles,200m, 400m, 400m
hurdles

2 Middle distance 800m, 1500m

3 Long distance 3,000m steeple chase, 5000m, 10,0000m

4 Relay 4 x 100 metres
4 x 4OO metres

Field events

Event Teaching points Visual Guidance

I Shot

Putt
Stand side on
Make sure you have a 'Dirty neck/fingers, clean palm'
Chin, Knee, Toe are all in line
Aiming at a 45 degree angle
Moving from low to high when releasing the shot
Keep your elbow high

&. (,,'
l,t ,'. -'-r-.), , '' ,t ,''*;i\ ',v'r ,'n i i, r('. .,,.\ ./ \' I
-r lf ttl i,,i'

2 Javelin - Stand side on
- Arm is extended full behind you
- The tip of the javelin in your line of vision , / ,/ ,/ ,(
- Back leg bent, with your weight on this leg ,r,.\',r.'\' ,,.4.- 1 .t i
-Elbow comes through first ./ \i\..r,' i7r\y7rtr\, L\
- Forearm is extended
- Release just above head height

3 High
jump
(Fosbury

Flop)

- Drive knee upwards on leg closest to the bar
- Rotate hips so your back is towards the bar

ffffH:fi:'r",:::1J^" 
bar upwards 

u fl [ ry1i+nr\\i,r
-Bend knees and t.r. f";T.t;ir"ff,,rr,. fu.rnir,, *" , I kr

Tuck chin in to chest and land on back t->ir*lf,i i I - -
4 Long

jump
- One footed take-off

Keep looking ahead, not at the take-off board
- Rotate your body, while in the air, to a 'banana' shape
(known as the hang technique)
- Arms should be above your head ,i i
- Legs hanging down ;:;' \
- Bend knees when landing to soften the impact

.\

:.i I i^r,-?i

Running technique

I Sprinting Driving your arms, with your fingers pointed
Driving your knees high
Head up, looking down the track

? Mrddle
distance

-.ludging the pace of the race
- Saving enough energy for a sprint frnish at the end

3 Sprint
sta rt

'On your marks'
- Rear knee should be in line wrth your front foot
- Form a 'V' behind the line with your hands
- Arms shoulder width apart, slightly ahead of hands
'Get set'
- Raise hips higher than shoulders
- Lift legs at the knees
- Eody weight on hands and feet equally

On Your Marks Get Set Go!

"'r, )

4 Relay - Facing forward, with your hand out ready
- Use a command word so that the next runner starts to
move
- 'upsweep' / 'down sweep' motion to receive the baton
- 'left to right' or 'right to left' exchanging of baton

False start

Dropping the baton

Track disqualifications

Moving before the starter has started the race

You must not run outside of your lane at any time

During a relay race, you must not drop the baton

During middle distance races, you must not make contact with any of the
other runners on pL,rpose



Rules

1 Double Dribble When you bounce the ball, stop and hold the ball with both hands, and
then bounce the ball again

2 Travelling Walking or running with the ball without bouncing it

3 3 second rule lnside the opposition's key for more than 3 seconds without the ball

4 Backcourt
violation

Once the offence has brought the ball across the halfway line, they
cannot go back across the line during possession.

5 Free throw Awarded when fouled in the key

Regulations

-t Players Each team has 5 players on court

2 Time periods 4 quarters of 1"2 minutes

3 Points L point awarded from the free throw line
2 points if you shoot from inside the 3 point line
3 points if you shoot from outside the 3 point
line

- Start with the ball at your chest
- Hands in a'W'shape behind the ball
- Push out from your chest
- Player receives the ball at their chest

- Can be performed using one or two hands
- Performed above the head
- The further behind your head you start, the more
power generated
- Used to pass the ball a long distance or over players

- Start with the ball at your chest
- Push the ball down towards the floor
- One bounce, where the player receives it in their chest
- Performed to get under or around players

Shooting

1 Set Shot B - Balance - your feet are shoulder width apart
E - Eyes on where you are shooting
E - Elbow at 90 degree
F - Follow through with your hand

) Jump shot - A set shot that is performed while jumping

3 Lay-up - Performed with a 2 step run up
- Approach the basket from 45 degrees
- Use one hand
- Aim for the top corner of the small black square
on the back board

Key Vocabulary

1 Dribbling Eouncing the ball continuously with one hand while walking or
running down the court.

2 Defence When your team does not have the ball and you have to defend

3 Offence The team that is attacking and trying to score a basket

4 Player
positons

Point Guard, Defensive Guard, Center, Offensive forward and
Defensive Forward

Court lines

A Baseline

B Key

C 3 point line

D Half way line

E Side line

F Free throw line



Three Phases of a Warm Up

What whv

1 Pulse Raiser . Safely raise heart rate up to appropriate beats per minute (BPM)
. To deliver oxygen to working muscles
. To help prevent injury

2 Dynamic &
Static Stretching

. To help increase the range of movement at a joint

. lncrease muscle elasticity

. lncrease muscle temperature

3 Sport Specific
skill

To spark movernent memory for the specific sport you are about to play

Two phases of a Cool Down

1 Light exercises . Slow jogging at a very low pace
. Helps bring the heart rate and breathing rate slowly back down to resting rate

2 Static
stretching

. Aids removal of lactic acid and waste products

. lmproves flexibility

Components of Fitness

1 Cardiovascular
Fitness

The ability to exercise the body for long periods of time, without getting tired

2 Muscular
Strength

The amount of force a muscle can generate when it contracts to overcome
resistance.

2 Agility A measure of how quickly you can change the position of your body, while
keeping your body under control.

Physical Activity & Sport

I Hea lth A person's physical, social and mental well-being. Health is not simply being free
of illness or injury

2 Performance How well a task is completed

3 Fitness The ability to meet the demands of the environment

Upper Body Major Muscles

AIF Deltoid

B Pectorals Major

c Bicep

D Abdominals

E External Obliques

G Triceps

H Latissimus Dorsi

Lower Body Major Muscles

Gluteus Maximus

Hamstring

Tibialis Anterior

Gastrocnemius
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Techniques, Skills & Tactics

t Short Pass Use the inside of your foot
Place your standing leg next to the ball for balance
Follow through with your kicking leg in the direction you are passing

2 Long Pass Use your laces or the upper (toes) inside of your foot
Use a longer back swing of your kicking leg to generate power
Place your standing leg next to the ball for balance
Follow through with your kicking leg in the direction you are passing

3 Headrng Used to defend, pass or shoot with the ball
Can be done by standing, jumping or diving
Use your head to guide the ball where you want it to go

4 Shooting Use the inside of the foot to guide the ball
Use your laces to generate power
Use your head to direct the ball in the air towards goal

5 Dribbling Keep the ball close to your feet
Use the inside and/or outside of your foot
Look up when you are dribbling so you see where you are going
Allows the player in possession to get round an opponent

6 Crossing A medium to long range pass from a wide area
Use the inside of your foot to direct the ball

A 6 yard area

B Penalty Spot

C Side of pitch

D Half way line

E Centre Spot

F Goal Lrne

G Corner

Regulations

1 Numbers of
players

Each team must have 11 players
7 substitutes can be named on the bench

2 Timings 90 minutes in total
45 minutes each half

3 Equipment Football and two goals
Football strip, Shin pads and football boots for players

4 Officials One referee on the pitch
Two linesman on either side
4th official assists from the bench next to the managers

5 Technology
used

Goal line technology to see if the ball has crossed the line
Electronic board is used to indicate substitutes numbers and timc
added on at the end of each half

Rules

1 Handball Only the keeper is allowed to use their hands
Free kick awarded if the ball is handled by an outfield player

2 Off side When there is only 1 player between the goal line and the ball

3 Free Kick Awarded when a player is fouled on the pitch, outside of the
penalty area

4 Penalty When fouled in the oppositions box
Taken from the penalty spot

5 Goal Kick Taken from the 6 yard line
When attacking team kicks ball behind the goal

6 Throw on Ball goes off the side of the pitch,
Throw on to the opposite team

7 Corner Ball goes off the end of the pitch off of a defender
Taken from the corner of the pitch

d Centre Games kick off in the centre of the pitch
The opposite team also have a centre kick after a goal is scored

FootballPitch



Simple jumps

A trampoline sequence may include simple jumps in the following positions:

1 Straight A verticaljump with arms held straight, together and above the head on take-off.

2 Pike Begin from a straight jump start, the legs are lifted up and in front, keeping them
together and straight. This is done whilst reaching for the toes.

3 Tuck Begin from a straight jump start, the knees are tucked up to the chest and the hands
must grasp the legs between the knees and ankle.

4 Straddle It is similar to the pike lump except that the legs are spread sideways approximately
90' apart and the arms reach forward towards the toes.
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Facts & rules in competition

1 Trampolining is both a recreational and a competitive sport

2 Gymnasts bounce on the spring bed performing various acrobatic skills and routines

3 A trampoline consists of a metal frame that supports the spring bed

4 The trampoline bed is constructed of nylon or string material

5 The material and construction creates a tension that stabilises within one second of contact

6 Each trampoline competition requires the competitor to complete a set compositional routine
that must contain acknowledged skills.

7 At the end of the routine the participant must remain upright for at least three seconds with
both feet in contact with the surface.
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Six Basic Body Actions

Action Definition Examples

Travel a high energy action that moves you from
one place to another

gallop, slide, step ball change,
grand jetrl and triplet

Balance a whole body action that is held for at
least 5 counts showing stability and
extension

arabesque, freeze, tree pose,

shoulder stand, tilt and attitude

Turn
a controlled 360' rotation around an axis

pirouette, pencil, barrel,
cartwheel, spiral and forward roll

Elevation a jumping action that takes you into the
air and lands you back again safely

star, tuck, leap, hop, barrel, stag
and straddle

Gesture
an isolated action of one body part

wave, port de bras, tutting, mudra,
stamp, kick and jazz hands

Transference
of Weight

to transfer the whole body weight from
the feet to another body part with control

slide, roll, cartwheel, bridge and
shoulder stand

Key Words

Perform The presentation of dance to an audience

Choreograph The art of creating dance

Critical
Appreciation

Recognising and understanding the qualities of dance
such as; lighting, costume, set, accompaniment,
choreography and stimulus

Motif A movement sequence that sum ups an idea

Rehearse
The act of refining performance and choreography,
using systematic repetition, commitment, team work
and planning

RADS

Relationships Who the body is moving with and how they interact

Actions
What a dancer does e.g. turning, elevation, transference of weight, balancing,
gesturing and travelling

Dynamics The qualities of movement in the body, such as speed, strength and flow

Space The "where" of movements such as levels, directions, pathways and formations

Technical, Expressive and Mental Skills

Stability The ability to control and maintain appropriate balance
in a movement

Extension Lengthening and stretching or muscles or limbs

Control The ability to start and stop movements efficiently

Safe landing
Carry out an elevation going through the balls of the
feet, bending the knees and posture up right

Energy
The ability to use the correct force, tension and weight
in a movement

Timing
The use of counts when matching movements to sound
and other dancers

Spatia!
awareneSs

Being aware of the surrounding space and using rt
effectively

Movement
memory

The ability to accurately remember choreography

Concentration The act of focusing your attention with power

Commitment The quality applied to movernents

Choreography

Unison Two or more dancers performing the same movements at the same time

Canon When the same movements overlap in time

Contact When dancers support, touch and lift one another

Stimulus lnspiration or starting point of a dance

Narrative Dance that tells a story



Year 7 Religious Education 

Autumn 1 

Jewish beliefs 

JEWS A CHOSEN GROUP OF PEOPLE 
 

                                                        

The Jews trace their history back to a group of nomadic people called 
Hebrews. Abram later renamed by God as Abraham is seen as the founding 
father of the Jewish people.  Most people at that time worshipped many 
gods but Abram came to believe there was just one true God.  He taught 
his family that this God cared for them.  When Abram was old, God told 
him to leave his home and travel to a new country.  God promised that he 
would give Abram this land and that his descendants would become a 
great nation 

GOD RESCUES THE JEWS FROM EYGPT 
 
 

                                                                             

Many years after Abraham’s death there was famine in Canaan and the 
Hebrews moved to Egypt, because there was food there. At first, it was fine 
when they got there but later the Egyptians used them as slaves.  Later a 
great leader called Moses asked pharaoh the king of Egypt to set the slaves 
free.  Pharaoh refused because the slaves were useful.  God then sent ten 
plagues and then pharaoh finally let the slaves go 

THE PASSOVER MEAL 
 

                                                                              
                                                 

The Passover meal is  a service held at home whereby  Jews remember the 
Exodus from Egypt 
All the items on the Seder dish during the meal are symbolic: The shank 
bone of a lamb reminds Jews of the 10th plague in Egypt when all firstborn 
Egyptians were killed. Bitter herb is eaten to remind them that they were 
slaves in Egypt.  Charoset is a mixture that is made up of apples, nuts, wine 
and spices. The word charoset comes from the Hebrew word cheres, 
meaning clay and it represents the mortar that the Israelites were forced to 
use while building for their Egyptian taskmasters. Salt water represents the 
tears the Israelites shed during their enslavement in Egypt. The roasted egg 
symbolises the sacrificial offering, which were performed in the days of the 
second temple.  Parsley symbolises spring time 



 
 
THE JEWISH LAW 
 
 

                       

 
After the exodus, the Israelites lived in the desert and during this time, God 
renewed the covenant with them. The Torah was given to Moses.  Moses 
was given the commandments at Mount Sinai There are 613 Jewish laws 
but the ten commandments are the most important.  They teach Jews 
what they should do in just about every part of their lives. The ten 
commandments: 
1. You shall have no other Gods but me. 
2. You shall not make for yourself any idol, nor bow down to it or worship 
it. 
3. You shall not call the name of the Lord your God in vain. 
4. You shall remember and keep the Sabbath day holy. 
5. Respect your father and mother. 
6. You must not commit murder. 
7. You must not commit adultery. 
8. You must not steal. 
9. You must not give false evidence against your neighbour. 
10. You must not be envious of your neighbour's goods. You shall not be 
envious of his house nor his wife, nor anything that belongs to your 
neighbour. 

THE TORAH 
 
                                 

Torah means books of teaching and are the most important books for Jews. 
The Jews have special books, in which they can read all the rules of their 
religion.  The oldest of these is the bible, the Tenach.  This really is a 
collection of twenty-four books, which Christians call the old testament. 
For Jews the most important of the Tenach is the first five books.  These 
are called the Torah. The Torah is a mixture of stories and commandments. 
 

 

 



Year 7 Science – Solids, Liquids and Gases
Lesson 1- Changing States Lesson 2- Pressure Lesson 3 – Diffusion and Osmosis

Lesson 6 – Chromatography Lesson 5– Simple Distillation Lesson 4 – Purification

Key Word Definitions

Boiling Point – Temperature a substance turns from a liquid to a gas

Condensing – Gas to a liquid

Deposition – Gas to a solid without becoming a liquid first

Evaporating – Liquid to a gas

External – Outside 

Freezing - Liquid to a solid

Gas- Lots of energy, particles moving at random, no fixed volume, no fixed shape

Internal – Inside

Kinetic theory – The idea that the amount of energy particles has effects its state

Liquid – Particles move past each other,  fixed volume, no fixed shape

Particles – Small pieces that make up everything

Pressure - The force caused by particles hitting a certain area.

Solid – Particles touching in neat rows, vibrating with little energy, fixed position and fixed volume

Soluble - A solid that can dissolve in a liquid

Solute – The solid that has dissolved in a liquid to make a solution

Solution - The name given to the mixture formed when a solid dissolves in a liquid.

Solvent - The liquid that has dissolved a solid to make a solution.

State of Matter – Solid, liquid or gas

Sublimation –Solid to a gas without becoming a liquid first

Volume – Amount of space that particles take up.

All objects are made of particles. These particles contain different 
amounts of energy which affects their arrangement. This is known 
as kinetic theory.
Solids – Little energy, particles vibrate, organised in neat rows
Liquids – Some particles touching but able to move past each other
Gases – Lots of energy, free to move at random

Melting Evaporating/ boiling

Freezing Condensing

Deposition

Sublimation
Solids, liquids and gases are 
known as the states of matter.
Substances  can change state 
by changing the amount of 
energy the particles have 
(heating/cooling).

Did you know..?
All substances change state at 
different temperatures. 
E.g- water boils at 100°C

As particles move and hint each other, they exert a force. This 
is called pressure. Internal pressure is the force that comes 
from inside an object whilst external pressure is the forces 
that come from outside the object. If these pressure become 
unbalanced (different) then an object will expand (get bigger) 
and get crushed. 

Red arrows – internal pressure 
Blue arrows – external pressure

Collapsing Can Experiment

1) Heating the water inside the 
can causes it to boil into steam
2) This pushed air particles out 
of the can
3) Turning it in cold water causes 
the steam to condense quickly
4) Which dropped the internal 
pressure
5) So the external pressure was 
higher and the can crushed

When particles have energy they are able to move to different 
areas. 

Diffusion
The movement of particles 
from an area of high 
concentration and a low 
concentration.

Osmosis
The movement of water 
particles from an area of high 
concentration and a low 
concentration, through  a 
partially permeable membrane

Did you know..?

Your body relies on diffusion and osmosis to 
survive. One example is where Oxygen diffuses 
from your lungs into your blood stream which 
can then take it to your working muscles. 

It is sometimes beneficial for us to purify a substance. This 
means that we need to separate  different substances to get 
one pure substance at the end. For example, separating dirt 
and salt out of dirty water to be left with pure drinking water.

Method of obtaining salt from rock salt
1) Use a pestle and mortar to grind the rock salt 
into smaller particles.     Quicker to dissolve
2) Dissolve the rock salt in water and stir
3) Filter out the insoluble remain with a funnel 
and filter paper.
4) Evaporate the water to get pure salt crystals
Did you know..?
If you leave the water to evaporate naturally 
(not with a Bunsen Burner) you get bigger 
crystals!

Simple distillation is used to separate 2 liquids that have different 
boiling points. 

Cool water circulates the 
outside of the condenser. 
This cools down the gas in 

the middle and 
condenses it back to a 

liquid

Liquid 
collects in 
the beaker

Bunsen Burner 
heats

Thermometer measures 
the boiling temperature

The liquids are heated in the 
round bottom flask.
The liquid with the lowest 
boiling point will evaporate 
into a gas and travel down 
the condenser. 
The condenser cools it down 
so it condenses back into a 
liquids.

Method for chromatography

Pencil line

1) Draw a pencil line 1cm above the 
bottom on the paper
2) Dot the ink you want to test on 
the pencil line (space them out)
3) Place in water. Water should be 
below the pencil line.
4) The water will dissolve the ink 
and drag it up the paper
5) Some inks dissolve better and so 
move further up the paper. 
Not all inks dissolve in water and 

so another solvent should be used

Pen would 
dissolve and 
interfere 
with the 
experiment

Did you know..?

In 2013, scientists found that 
many brands were selling horse 
meat instead of beef. They found 
out using chromatography.



Command Words

Questions in your exam, and your booklet, will 
begin with these command words. You need to 

know what they mean so that you know what the 
question is asking you to do. 

State – Write down information

Plot – Mark points on a graph using information given

Sketch – Produce a drawing without a ruler

Estimate – Find a rough number from the information

Identify – Chose key details from information

Calculate – Work out an answer using numbers

Show that – prove a statement is correct

Deduce – Come to a decision using information

Explain – Say how or why something happens

Describe – Say what a pattern is or link facts together

Compare and contrast – similarities and differences

Predict – Say what you think might happen

Discuss – Pick out a point and talk about reasons

Justify – Give evidence for your opinion

Evaluate – Make a decision based on information

Assess- Decide whether information is correct 

Devise – Plan a method or experiment

Suggest – what could have happened?

Apply – Use your knowledge in a new situation

Label – Add information to a diagram

Key Science Skills – 6 Mark Questions

In each exam you will have one 6 mark question. This is a longer answer question and requires more 
detail/ explanation that the other questions.

You will see a * symbol next to the question. This means  that your SPAG is assessed. You need to 
write in full sentences with good grammar. Your spelling of key scientific words will be marked.  Your 
SPAG is worth 1 of the 6 marks.  

Read through the example on how to answer 6 mark questions. 

Fatima wants to separate water from some ink that she has. 
Explain a process that she could do in a school laboratory to separate the ink and the water. 

( 6 marks)

The first thing we do is look at the command 
word. In this case, the command word is explain. 
The means we have to say how she could 
separate the ink and water. 

Secondly, the question is talking about a 
process. Looking back at the processes on the 
other side of this sheet, find the process that 
would separate 2 liquids (ink and water).
Simple distillation

Model Answer
Fatima needs to separate 2 different liquids – ink and water. She could do these with a process 
called simple distillation.

You have recalled your knowledge, so now it is time to explain how she could do it. 
What equipment would she need to do this?

Fatima should place the ink and water mixture into a round bottom flask with a Bunsen Burner 
below it. This  will heat the mixture. A thermometer should be used on top of the flask to monitor 
to temperature.  Attached should be a condenser with cold water flowing round the outside. A 
beaker will collect the separated water at the end. 
At the moment, the answer just describes what she would do. To explain, we need to discuss what 

is expected to happen.
When the ink mixture is heated, the water will evaporate and turns into a gas called steam. The 
ink does not evaporate (because is has a higher boiling point) and stays in the round bottom flask. 
The steam travels to the top of the flask and eventually down the condensing tube. The 
condenser has  cold water flowing around it, which cools down the steam. This causes the steam 
to condense back into liquid water, which is collected in the beaker at the end. 

The answer has now identify the name of the process, described the equipment used and explain 
how it will separate the mixture.

The underlined words show the key scientific words that need to spelt correctly. Not using key 
scientific language will cause you to lose marks.  



Year 7 Science – Variation, Classification and Adaptation
Lesson 1- Forms of Variation Lesson 2- Classification Lesson 3 – Adapting to the Environment

We observe similarities and differences in all species. We call these 
differences  variations. Variation is good because it helps a species to 
survive. 

Genetic Variation – This comes from your parents and does not  
naturally change during your life. E.g- eye colour, hair colour, 
height, skin colour or  ear lobe shape.
Environmental Variation – This is how the environment causes you to 
be different. E.g – Dress sense, tanned skin, or tattoos .

We put species into groups to make it easier to identify what 
they are like.

There are 5 main classifications of animals:

The word environment is used to describe the conditions in a 
habitat. A habitat is the place that a species lives. 
E.g- woodland, ocean, river, desert, arctic, city, tree tops

Identical twins have the same 
genes but could look different 
due to the environmentDid you know..?

We can use family trees to see how 
genetic variation has been passed 

downwards. 
Lines between 2 people shows people 
who have had a baby. Their offspring 

are shown below them.

Classification Characteristics

Mammals 
(humans, dog)

Warm blooded, live young, 
hair

Birds Feathers, wings, beaks, eggs

Reptiles(lizard) Cold blooded, eggs, scales

Fish Gills, cold blooded, scales

Amphibians 
(frogs)

Cold blooded, eggs, wet 
skin, absorb oxygen 

Did you 
know..?
Some 
animals are 
hard to 
classify, like 
sharks (gills 
and live 
young)

The environment changes all the time, such as at 
night and during different seasons! (dark, cold, wet)

Did you 
know..?

Species are adapted to their environment and could not 
live anywhere else. They suit their habitat so they can 
survive. 

Hare- big ears to 
hear predators, 
runs fast

Shark- Sharp teeth 
to eat food, gills to 
breath, smells well

Giraffe- long 
neck and 
legs reach 
food, spots 
to 
camouflage

Lesson 6 – Selective Breeding

Sometimes we want species to be a particular way to benefit us. 
E.g- a cow to be very muscular so we can make more profit when 
selling meat. This is know as a desired characteristics.

We can cause changes in species through selective breeding. 

Good quality 
wool

Lots of milk

Selectively breeding these 
sheep could produce 
offspring with good wool and 
lots of milk for the farmer to  
sell

Did you know..? Most of the food you eat, meat and vegetables, 
are selectively bred to how you like them!

Lesson 5– Natural Selection

Species have not always been well adapted to their 
environment. Becoming adapted is a long process called 
natural selection. We can observe how species have changed 
by comparing fossils to modern day skeletons.

Stages:
1) All species have variation
2) Something causes the 
environment to change
3) Survival of the fittest
4) Pass on genetics
5) Repeat for millions of years

Example:
1) Giraffes have different neck 
lengths
2) Only tall trees grew
3) Long necks could eat and 
survived
4) Reproduce
5) Repeated 

Did you know..? Whales used to be 4 legged land animals!

Lesson 4 – Predator/ Prey Relationships

A predator is a species who hunts and eats other species.
E.g- fox, wolves, lions, humans 

Prey are species who get eaten by other species. 
E.g- Rabbits, rats, frogs, gazelle

Predators and prey have 
different adaptations to help 
them survive. Predators need to 
be good at finding food (good 
sense of smell, good eye sight, 
camouflage) whilst prey need to 
be good at spotting when they 
are being hunted and running 
away (agile, quick movements, 
good hearing)

Did you know..?
There is a species of lizard, 

called the Texan Horned 
Lizard,  that can squirt blood 

out of its eyes to scare off 
predators!

Key Word Definitions

Adaptation – How a species is suited to its habitat

Classification – Putting species into groups based on similarities

Continuous – Variation that gradually changes E.g- height

Desired Characteristics – Aspects of an individual that are profitable  (make money)

Discontinuous – Variation that can be put into groups

Environment – The conditions of a habitat E.g- dry, cold, dark, sunny

Family Tree – A way of showing the links between family members

Genetic – Passed on from parents to offspring, instructions that make you how you are

Habitat - An area that species live

Invertebrate – Species without a backbone

Natural Selection – Process that causes a species to change to suit its habitat

Observations – Being able to see changes/ differences

Offspring - A child

Organism – An individual E.g- an individual person

Predator - Species that hunts and eats other animals

Prey – Species who get eaten by other species

Selective Breeding – Process where we chose the characteristics we want for a species E.g- more meat

Species – A group of living organisms that are all very similar E.g- a particular animal/ plant

Variation – Differences between organisms in a species

Vertebrate – Species with a backbone



Command Words

Questions in your exam, and your booklet, will 
begin with these command words. You need to 

know what they mean so that you know what the 
question is asking you to do. 

State – Write down information

Plot – Mark points on a graph using information given

Sketch – Produce a drawing without a ruler

Estimate – Find a rough number from the information

Identify – Chose key details from information

Calculate – Work out an answer using numbers

Show that – prove a statement is correct

Deduce – Come to a decision using information

Describe – Say what a pattern is or link facts together

Explain – Say how or why something happens

Compare and contrast – similarities and differences

Predict – Say what you think might happen

Discuss – Pick out a point and talk about reasons

Justify – Give evidence for your opinion

Evaluate – Make a decision based on information

Assess- Decide whether information is correct 

Devise – Plan a method or experiment

Suggest – what could have happened?

Apply – Use your knowledge in a new situation

Label – Add information to a diagram

Key Science Skills - Graphs

We use graphs to show patterns quickly and easily. You will be asked to draw graphs but also to 
read and understand them. 

Discontinuous Variation
This is variation (differences) that we can 
separate into clear groups;
E.g- eye colour, shoe size

We show this with a bar chart.

Continuous Variation
This is variation (differences) that we can not 
separate into clear groups and so is constantly 
changing.
E.g- weight, height
We show this with a line graph.

When drawing graphs remember:
• The independent variable goes on the X axis (bottom, dependent variable on the Y axis (side)
• Always label the axis so we know what the graph is showing
• The number of your axis need to be evenly spaced and go up in equal number (5’s, 10’s, 20’s)
• Use a pencil to plot your data, small dots or crosses to make it more accurate
• Line of best fit can be a straight line or curved
• Don’t forget a title.

Reading Graphs

This is an example of a 
predator – prey graph. The 

key tells us that the blue line 
is for rabbits whilst the red 

line is for wolves. 

1) Describe what the graph shows
With describe questions, you just need to say what you see on the 
graph.
The graph is showing that the number of rabbits and wolves decreases 
(goes down) and increases (goes up)  continually  over the generations. 
As the number of  rabbits decreases, the number of wolves decreases 
soon after. They then go increase at roughly the same time.
2) Explain what the graph show
With explain questions you need to say why the graph has this pattern.
As the number of rabbits decreases, the wolves start to run out of food. 
This means more of them die and so the number of wolves decreases. 
Fewer wolves means that fewer rabbits are eaten so their number begin 
to increase. More rabbits means more food for wolves, so their numbers 
increase again. This pattern continues.


